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Abstract. Nowadays, multimedia documents can be easily recreated or modified and
then distributed over the Internet or via smart mobile phones; thus copyright protection,
copy protection, content authentication and source tracing have become main issues in
the big data era. In the past, many multipurpose information hiding schemes have been
proposed to solve these problems. However, existing schemes are mainly designed for dig-
ital audiovisual documents, but seldom designed for office files, WEB pages, PDF files or
software codes. Furthermore, there are few schemes considering how to embed multilevel
fingerprints to trace multiple distribution processes. Based on above backgrounds, this
paper presents a multipurpose framework based on multilevel multichannel information
hiding to provide a more robust and conflict-prevented scheme with whole life cycle and
full protection. This framework is developed for all kinds of multimedia documents to
protect and/or authenticate and/or trace a multimedia document in its entire life time.
In order to make our framework work better as an organic whole, we define a watermark
information structure to discriminate and recognize different watermarks and also pro-
vide some required control information for watermark extraction or further embedding.
To test the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we develop three simulation inter-
faces for images web pages and PPT files respectively. Experimental results demonstrate
that our framework is effective and our scheme can embed multiple watermarks and can
extract all watermarks correctly and independently.
Keywords: Information hiding, Multimedia, Multipurpose multilevel multichannel in-
formation hiding, Copyright protection, Content authentication, Figerprinting, Traitor
tracing, Annotation

1. Introduction. Nowadays, we have stepped into the era of big data due to the rise of
computers, the Internet and technology capable of capturing information from the real,
physical world we live in, and converting it to digital data. Multimedia documents can
be easily generated, losslessly copied or deliberately modified and then transmitted over
the Internet or via smart mobile phones to other users. Thus, copyright protection, copy
protection, content authentication and source tracing have become four main issues in
our era. The first generation of copyright protection and content authentication tech-
nology is cryptography [1,2] and digital signatures [3,4]. Cryptography can be used to
encrypt multimedia documents to permit only valid keyholders access to encrypted data.
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However, once the authorized person obtains the decrypted document, we cannot prevent
him from reselling or revealing the decrypted document. In essence, a digital signature is
the encrypted abstract of a document. During the transmission, the encrypted abstract
can be used to demonstrate that the message was created by a known sender (authen-
tication), that the sender cannot deny having sent the message (non-repudiation), and
that the message was not altered during transmission (integrity). However, the digital
signature should be attached in the document, which is easy to be removed by attackers.
Furthermore, even a single bit is error, the document will fail to be authenticated, but for
digital images, one bit error even more can be tolerated. Based on above backgrounds,
information hiding [5,6] has been put forward since 1994 to serve as a new multimedia
protection and authentication technique, which can be also combined with the traditional
cryptography [7] and digital signature techniques [8]. The main advantage of informa-
tion hiding is that the embedded information in multimedia documents accompanies the
document while does not affect the usage of the document, but it can be extracted to
authenticate the document [9] or demonstrate the copyright owner [10] or trace the traitor
[11].
In the past several decades, many information hiding schemes and systems [12-27] have

been proposed. These schemes or systems can be classified into single-purpose schemes
[12-16] and multipurpose schemes [17-27]. Single-purpose schemes are designed to achieve
one function. Robust schemes are mainly designed for multimedia copyright protection
[12] or traitor tracing [13]. In copyright protection schemes, the robust watermark is the
owner’s logo. While in traitor tracing or source tracing schemes, the robust watermark
is a fingerprint to denote the ID or identity of the traitor. Fragile schemes are mainly
designed for content authentication [14]. Other schemes are designed for annotation [15]
or secret transmission [16]. In recent years, many multipurpose schemes have been pre-
sented and most of them are double-purpose. Most schemes can fulfill both content
authentication and copyright protection by embedding both a fragile watermark and a
robust watermark [17-22]. Some robust schemes can fulfill two purposes by embedding
two robust watermarks, one is visible for copyright notification and the other is invisible
for copyright protection [23]. Some schemes are designed for both image retrieval and
copyright protection [24] or content authentication [25]. Some schemes are designed for
both secret communication and content authentication [26]. Some schemes can achieve
three purposes, i.e., copyright protection traitor tracing and authentication by embed-
ding the owner’s copyright logo, the buyer’s identity and a fragile watermark [27]. All
these traditional multipurpose schemes were mainly designed for digital images, digital
video and digital audio. Furthermore, there are few schemes considering how to embed
multilevel fingerprints to trace multiple distribution processes. In addition, to the best of
our knowledge, there are almost no multipurpose schemes designed for WORD files, PPT
files, EXCEL files, WEB pages, PDF files or software codes. Although there are some
single-purpose information hiding schemes designed for them [28-32], they mainly focus
on how to hide information in these files, e.g., use annotation watermarks to manage the
documents.
Based on above backgrounds, this paper presents a Multipurpose framework based on

Multilevel Multichannel Information Hiding (MMMIH) in order to provide a more robust
and conflict-prevented scheme with whole life cycle and full protection. This framework
is developed for all kinds of multimedia documents, including images, video, audio, OF-
FICE documents, PDF files, database, software codes and WEB pages. This framework
is developed to protect and/or authenticate and/or trace a multimedia document in its
entire life time. This framework has been successfully applied in protecting and tracing
Alibaba Group’s documents.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes our MMMIH
framework. Section 3 gives three example implementations of our framework. Section
4 evaluates the effectiveness of our framework based on the interfaces we developed and
also compares the concrete algorithm we designed with existing watermarking schemes in
terms of detection accuracy or qualitative analysis for a concrete application. Section 5
concludes the whole paper.

2. The Proposed MMMIH Framework. Our MMMIH framework consists of three
kinds of modules, i.e., Watermark Embedding Module (WEM), Transmission Control
Module (TCM) and Watermark eXtraction Module (WXM). Controlled by the embed-
ding key, the WEM module embeds suitable watermarks in the original multimedia doc-
ument or intermediate watermarked document (for multilevel embedding). According to
the extraction key, the WXM module extracts watermarks from the received document
to provide traitor IDs or authenticate the document or get the copyright logo or extra
information related to the document. The TCM module involves the information ap-
pending mechanism, the embedding and extraction mechanism and the recognition and
control mechanism. Each dash line means that the corresponding function or operation
is optional. In order to make our framework work better as an organic whole, we define
a Watermark Information Structure (WIS) to discriminate and recognize different water-
marks and also provide some required control information for watermark extraction or
further watermark embedding. Our contribution lies in four aspects. First, our framework
is designed for multiple purposes, including copyright protection, content authentication,
source tracing, annotation, secret communication, etc., and suitable for all kinds of mul-
timedia documents, including images, video, audio, WORD files, PDF files, EXCEL files,
PPT files, WEB pages, software codes, etc. Second, our framework can protect and/or
authenticate and/or trace a multimedia document in its entire life time, and this frame-
work has been successfully applied in protecting and tracing Alibaba Group’s documents.
Third, many novel techniques are proposed for data hiding in various documents. For ex-
ample, we propose a novel technique that embedding one watermark in images and video
achieves two purposes, i.e., copyright protection and content authentication, or source
tracing and content authentication. Another example is to embed information in WEB
pages based on dash lines. Finally, In order to make our framework work better as an
organic whole, we define a watermark information structure to discriminate and recognize
different watermarks and also provide some required control information for watermark
extraction or further embedding. The whole block diagram of our MMMIH framework is
shown in Figure 1, where WEM, WIS, TCM, WXM and WDI mean watermark embed-
ding module, watermark information structure, transmission control module, watermark
extraction module, watermark description information respectively. The detailed descrip-
tion is given in the following four subsections.

2.1. The WIS structure. Our framework can embed four kinds of watermarks in a
multimedia document, i.e., copyright logo (copyright watermark), fragile watermark, fin-
gerprints (tracing watermarks) and extra information (annotation watermark). The copy-
right logo is used to show the copyright owner. The fragile watermark is used to show
which part of the document is tampered with. Fingerprints are used to trace several
distribution processes. The extra information is used to record the date time or the wa-
termark version or some other information to denote the allowed or forbidden operations
on the document. In order to manage and discriminate these four types of watermarks,
we adopt the WIS structure (see Figure 2), which mainly consists of four parts, i.e., prefix
code, document type, watermark metadata, and watermark data. The prefix code is a
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Figure 1. The whole block diagram of our MMMIH framework

Figure 2. The proposed watermark information structure

two-byte code. The document type occupies one byte, where five bits denote the type
(e.g., for image 00000, and for video 00001), one bit denotes the embedding capacity (high
or low) and the remainder two bits are reserved.
The third part of the WIS structure consists of six subparts, including watermark ver-

sion, watermark type, copyright watermark metadata, fingerprint metadata, annotation
watermark metadata, authentication watermark metadata. The watermark version and
the watermark type occupy one byte respectively. Currently, the first four bits in the
watermark type denote which kinds of watermarks are embedded, e.g., 1010 means that
there are copyright and annotation watermarks without fingerprints and authentication
watermark. The copyright original metadata indicates the number of logos embedded,
the information related to embedded channels (e.g., watermark lengths and embedding
locations) and the number of redundant embedding times for each logo. The fingerprint
metadata indicates the number of levels embedded, the information related to embedded
channels (e.g., watermark lengths and embedding locations) and the number of redundant
embedding times for each fingerprint. The annotation watermark (i.e., extra information)
metadata includes the type of extra information, the security level, the access strategy,
the information of embedded channel (e.g., watermark length and embedding location)
and the number of redundant embedding times. The authentication watermark metadata
includes the information of embedded channel (e.g., watermark length and embedding
location) and the number of redundant embedding times.
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The first three parts of the WIS structure can be viewed as a kind of extraction code,
which can help us correctly extract the watermark information from the received docu-
ment. The first three parts of the WIS structure can be also used as a control code to
determine if the received document can be further transmitted to other persons or embed-
ded with another watermark or not. Therefore, we define the first three parts of the WIS
structure as Watermark Description Information (WDI) as given in Figure 2. The fourth
part of WIS, i.e., the watermark data, may be a file to be embedded into the document.
In this case, WIS is just WDI without watermark data since the data is in a file.

2.2. The WEM module. The WEM module is used to embed suitable watermarks
into the original or received intermediate document according to the embedding key. The
general block diagram is shown in Figure 3. There are possible three or four input signals.
For the original document, the TCM module is not used. For the received document,
the TCM module will give some additional information to determine how to embed the
watermark or refuse to embed the watermark. The WEM module embeds the watermark
data in the WIS structure into the original or received document according to both the
key Keye,i and the WDI information in the WIS structure, generating the watermarked
document of Level i.

Figure 3. The general watermark embedding module

To explain the embedding module more clearly, we give a multichannel watermark
embedding example as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows the generation
diagram of the multichannel WDI. Figure 5 shows two possible embedding schemes to
embed the WDI and the watermark data redundantly. In Case 1, Channel 1 is used to

Figure 4. The generation process of the multichannel WDI
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Figure 5. Two example cases for multichannel embedding

embed the WDI, Channels 2-4 are used to embed the watermark data redundantly. In
Case 2, Channels 1-2 are used to embed the WDI redundantly, and Channels 3-4 are
used to embed the watermark data redundantly. In fact, the WDI can be stored in a file
for later use to avoid the fact that the embedded WDI may be lost if the watermarked
document suffers attacking.

2.3. The WXM module. The WEM module is used to extract watermarks from the
suspect watermarked document. The general block diagram is shown in Figure 6. There
are possible three input signals, i.e., the suspect document or the received document
from Level i, the WDI from Level i (e.g., the extraction code saved in a file) and the
extraction key Keyx,i. There are two possible output signals, i.e., the extracted mark and
the extracted WSI which was formerly embedded in the document. This extracted WSI
is used by the TCM module to control the watermark embedding process for next level.

Figure 6. The general watermark extraction module

2.4. The TCM module. The TCM module is used to control the watermark embedding
process according to the extracted information from the previous level. The general block
diagram is shown in Figure 7. There are possible two input signals, i.e., the received doc-
ument from Level i, the WDI extracted from Level i or the WDI (extraction code) saved
in a file. There is one output signal to control the WEM module. The TCM module first
calls the WXM module to extract the watermark information which has been embedded
in the document. Based on the extracted information and other input information, the
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Figure 7. The general transmission control module

Figure 8. The annotation watermark embedding example

Figure 9. The general transmission control module

TCM module determines how to do in the next step, e.g., TCM may also call the WEM
module to embed another input fingerprint to trace another possible traitor.

To explain the transmission module more clearly, we give an annotation watermark
embedding example as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Figure 8 views the security level
as the annotation watermark and embeds it (maybe together with the copyright logo)
into the original document according to the embedding key, generating a watermarked
document which is embedded with the security level information. Figure 9 shows how
the TCM controls the subsequent operations. The input is the suspect watermarked
document, and the TCM module calls the WXM module to extract the watermark data
(i.e., the security level information). If the security level is extracted successfully, then
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it will drive the document data processing for the corresponding security level. The
processed document is then input into the WEM module and embedded with the suitable
watermark to output corresponding watermarked document or even encrypted document
for high security level. If no security level is extracted, then the document remained
unchanged. If the security level is annotated with “forbidden”, then the document is
forbidden to be distributed any longer. If the security level is annotated with “warning,
one distribution only”, then the document is only allowed to be distributed for one time.

2.5. Key techniques involved in our framework. In our framework, there are three
key techniques. The first technique is how to embed multiple watermarks during the life
cycle of the document. The main issue is that the later embedded watermark may affect
the former embedded watermarks. For audiovisual documents, our main solution is to
adopt different transform coefficients to embed different watermarks. For OFFICE files
and PDF files, we find different redundant parts or different images in documents (many
OFFICE files or PDF files typically contain some images) to embed different watermarks.
The second key technique is how to embed one watermark with two purposes. This

is one of our main contributions. Our solution is to embed a tiled watermark which is
composed of small logos. Thus, a part of watermarked image is tampered with, then
the corresponding part of the extracted watermark will be lost, and we can know that
this part has been modified by someone. On the other hand, because only small part is
modified, from the overall extracted watermark, we can still see the logos clearly. Thus,
by averaging over all tiled logos, we can extract the final logo to clarify the copyright.
The third technique is how to quickly check if a document has been embedded with

some watermarks (and thus we can embed following watermarks in other places in order
not to affect the formerly embedded watermarks). Our solution is to design a watermark
information structure as described in Section 2.1. We can easily extract the prefix code
and the watermark type from the suspect watermarked document.

3. Example Implementations. In this section, we give three example implementations
to show how our framework works. These two implementations are performed for images
WEB pages and PPT files respectively. The detailed descriptions are given in the following
three subsections.

3.1. Multipurpose multilevel multichannel information hiding for images. Im-
ages are common multimedia documents used broadly in our everyday life. Sometimes,
an image is a work of art, which has value and should be protected. Sometimes, an image
is a digital certificate that should be authentic. In addition, leaking sensitive informa-
tion via transmitting screenshots over mobile instant messaging has become a serious and
urgent problem to be solved. Thus, developing a multipurpose multilevel multichannel
information hiding scheme for images is very useful. This scheme can be used to protect
the copyright of an image and authenticate this image and also trace the distribution of
this image at the same time.
We developed an interface to simulate the MMMIH framework for images. This in-

terface consists of four parts, i.e., original image input module, original watermark input
module, watermarked image output module, extracted watermark output module. The
“browse” button is used to select files, while the “Save as” button is used to save files
or results. The “information” edit control is used to display the related information,
e.g., the image file path, the image size, PSNR and NC values. The “Original Image”
control is used to display the opened original image or intermediate watermarked image.
The “Original Watermark” controls display all kinds of watermarks including robust wa-
termark, fragile watermark, Level 1 fingerprint, Level 2 fingerprint, Level 3 fingerprint
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and extra information. One of merits of our framework is that we can achieve multilevel
multichannel embedding, i.e., watermarks in different levels are independent since they
are embedded into different locations (channels). The “embed mode” or “extract mode”
can be selected in the set {CP, CA, CPCA, FP1, FP2, FP3} which means copyright
watermark (may be with extra information) only, authentication watermark only, both
copyright and authentication watermarks, fingerprint Level 1, fingerprint Level 2 and fin-
gerprint Level 3 respectively. While pressing the “Embed” or “Extract” button, there
will be a dialog to determine the embedding parameter or input the extraction code and
passwords. The “Watermarked Image” control is used to display the watermarked image
or opened a suspect image.

To achieve different purposes simultaneously, we should select a suitable core embedding
algorithm that can realize the multichannel embedding. As we know, image watermarking
algorithms proposed so far can be divided into two main groups: those which embed the
watermark directly in the spatial domain [5,16,33] and those operating in a transformed
domain, e.g., the frequency domain [12,14,34,35]. In our framework, considering the time
complexity, we adopt QIM [33] in the DCT domain with special pre-processing steps as
our robust watermarking algorithm to make it robust to scaling and JPEG compression
operations. The robust watermark embedding algorithm can be expressed as follows.

Step 1: The original image is resized into a fixed width W (e.g., W = 512) preserving
the aspect ratio based on linear interpolation. This step is an essential step to achieve
the scaling-resilience performance.

Step 2: The Y component of the original image is segmented into non-overlapping
blocks of size 8× 8.

Step 3: The integer DCT is performed on each block to obtain 64 coefficients. Scan
these coefficients in the zigzag manner and select two mid-frequency coefficients to embed
watermark bits for each level. That is, each block can be embedded with 2 watermark
bits for each level. To embed four levels, we need 8 different DCT coefficients.

Step 4: The watermark bits are sequentially embedded into DCT blocks using the
dither modulation technique [33]. These watermark bits can be redundantly embedded
with multiple times as long as there are enough DCT blocks to be embedded in order to
achieve the best robustness.

Step 5: Perform the inverse transform on these watermarked DCT blocks, we can obtain
the watermarked image and then resize it into its original size to get the final watermarked
image.

The fragile watermark embedding is also based on DCT domain by modifying another
four coefficients using mod operations. This method can be used to locate the tampering
locations.

In our framework, different levels are independent because they adopt different coeffi-
cients. Before extraction, we also need to pre-process the suspect image, i.e., the suspect
image should be resized into a fixed width W (e.g., W = 512) preserving the aspect ratio
based on linear interpolation. Therefore, one of merits of our robust method is that it
can resist the composite attack of scaling and low quality factor JPEG compression.

3.2. Multipurpose multilevel multichannel information hiding for WEB pages.

Growths of Internet use and copy culture present a challenge for copyrights of original
information on web. Different methods have been studied for multimedia objects but few
are available for securing textual information without altering its integrity. Web based
attacks have been a very common practice in recent years and hence need strong security
mechanisms for the sake of secret communication. Besides other data types available on
web, text is the most dominant part and is of utmost importance of securing it. Therefore,
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it is urgently required to have rights protection solutions which remain attached to the
text even if it is re-produced, edited, and modified. Text watermarking [31,36,37] is one
of the most effective methods for digital document protection. In our framework, we can
achieve protection and fingerprinting purposes by using four-level independent watermark
embedding in a WEB page.
The interface for WEB pages is similar to the interface for images as shown in Figure

10. The interface consists of four parts, i.e., original WEB file input module, original
watermark input module, watermarked WEB file output module, extracted watermark
output module. The “browse” button is used to select files, while the “Save as” button is
used to save files or results. The “information” edit control is used to display the related
information, e.g., the WEB file path, the NC values. The “Original WEB” control is used
to display the opened original WEB file or intermediate watermarked WEB files. The
“Original Watermark” controls display all kinds of watermarks including robust water-
mark, Level 1 fingerprint, Level 2 fingerprint, Level 3 fingerprint and extra information.
One of merits of our framework is that we can achieve multilevel multichannel embed-
ding, i.e., watermarks in different levels are independent since they are embedded into
different properties (channels). The “embed mode” or “extract mode” can be selected
in the set {CP, FP1, FP2, FP3} which means copyright watermark (may be with extra
information), fingerprint Level 1, fingerprint Level 2 and fingerprint Level 3 respectively.
While pressing the “Embed” or “Extract” button, there will be a dialog to determine the
embedding parameter or input the extraction code and passwords. The “Watermarked
WEB” control is used to display the watermarked WEB or opened suspect WEB file.

Figure 10. The embedding strategy of Method 9 for WEB pages

Most of the methodologies studied for digital text watermarking depend on the content
itself and do not address the medium. Web watermarking addresses the issue of protecting
not only the content but the carrying medium itself by taking the construction elements
of the page into mind. In our framework, we design nine embedding algorithms for WEB
pages, which are 1) embedding watermarks in the images of the WEB page based on DCT
domain; 2) embedding watermarks in the script annotations; 3) embedding watermarks
in the webpage’s script div (in the attribute: display:none); 4) embedding watermarks in
the js script; 5) weightedly mixing watermark image and the images in the webpage; 6)
embedding inversely-colored watermark images into webpage’s background and tiling; 7)
embedding strings in webpage’s background and tiling (using canvas brush); 8) embedding
inversely-colored QR codes into webpage’s background and tiling; 9) embedding the bar
code horizontally (or vertically) in webpage’s background and horizontally (or vertically)
tiling. For example, the method to embed the bar code horizontally (or vertically) in
webpage’s background and horizontally (or vertically) tiling can be shown in Figure 10.
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3.3. Multipurpose multilevel multichannel information hiding for PPT files.

Multimedia courseware is an important resource in the network teaching system. However,
while they bring great convenience to people, they also bring about copyright disputes
caused by illegal piracy and malicious tampering. With the spread of the Internet, if
you do not take precautions, PPT files can easily be taken by others. In view of the
increasingly serious infringement problem, it is of considerable practical significance to
study how to effectively protect the copyright of multimedia courseware. Nowadays, there
are few articles and researches on watermarking of PPT documents, and there is almost no
invisible watermark part of PPT documents. The invisible digital watermarking method
for PPT documents in this article is relatively advanced and practical. Many articles
about word document watermarking can be found through paper retrieval. Most of the
research methods focus on modifying the text size, size and other attributes to embed
the watermark information. Its form is single and it is not resistant to format brushing
attacks. However, these methods have given us a lot of inspiration, allowing us to expand
new methods from different perspectives, and rationally use the unique components in
PPT to embed watermarks, which ensures the security and improves the robustness of
watermarks.

The interface for PPT files is similar to the interface for images and WEB pages. The
interface consists of four parts, i.e., original PPT file input module, original watermark
input module, watermarked PPT file output module, extracted watermark output mod-
ule. In our framework, we design six embedding algorithms for PPT files as follows. 1)
Embed an invisible rectangular frame in PPT, in which the encrypted information is put.
2) Embed information in images involved in PPT, i.e., selecting the appropriate image
carrier, and embed the information in the DCT coefficients of the carrier image (e.g.
dither modulation algorithm). 3) Embed in font sizes, i.e., information is embedded by
modifying the size of the font in the text box, and the font size is changed by 0.5. 4) The
purpose of embedding information is achieved by adjusting the automatic rotation num-
ber of the font, and the automatic rotation number is 0 or −1 according to the watermark
bit. 5) The embossed effect of the font is adjusted to achieve the purpose of embedding
information, and the embossed effect is controlled by the watermark bit. 6) Information
embedding is completed by searching keywords, and synonyms are replaced for keywords,
where different words represent different 0/1 information.

For example, the algorithm principle for Method 2 is as follows: Select up to 40 images
with sufficient embedding positions in PPT, and embed the information. The information
is redundantly embedded 3 times in each image (at least 1 time), and the information
header is used to identify the embedded picture in the embedded information, so adding
or deleting pictures in the PPT will not affect the extraction. In the extraction process,
select the first 9 images with information headers (the largest odd number is taken if there
are less than 9 images), and after the information is extracted, average statistics are used
to restore the original embedded information.

4. Results and Discussion. In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed frame-
work, we adopt three kinds of multimedia to develop corresponding simulation interfaces.
The three types of multimedia are images, WEB pages and PPT files. Based on the
MMMIH interface for images, we can browse an image and embed different kinds of wa-
termarks into the image by changing the embedding mode, and three fingerprints can
serve as three-level traitor tracing. We can also browse a suspect image (which may suffer
attacking) and extract the corresponding watermark based on the extraction code. In our
MMMIH system for image copyright protection, we design a robust image watermark-
ing scheme in the DCT domain named Scaling-Resilience Quantization Index Modulation
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with Template Patterns (SRQIMTP) as given in Section 3.1. Based on this robust wa-
termarking algorithm, a four-level watermarking example for images is shown in Figures
12-14. The four levels include a copyright watermark and three fingerprints. Figure 12
shows the original image, the original robust watermark and three fingerprints respec-
tively. Figure 13 shows the four level watermarked images with PSNR values 40.25dB,
38.38dB, 37.15dB and 36.05dB respectively. To show the superiority of our SRQIMTP
scheme (one level embedding) under the composite “scaling + JPEG compression” attack
(QF = 70 JPEG compression together with reducing into 2/3 original size), based on 10
512×512 test images, we compare it with other three schemes, i.e., original QIM [33], Ali

Figure 11. The embedding strategy of Method 2 for PPT files

(a) Original image (b) Robust watermark (c) Three fingerprints

Figure 12. Original image and four watermarks to be embedded

(a) With robust mark (b) Further with Level 1
fingerprint (FP)

(c) Further with Level 2
FP

(d) Further with Level
3 FP

Figure 13. Four-level watermarked images
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(a) Extracted robust
watermark

(b) Extracted fingerprints

Figure 14. Four extracted watermarks (NC = 1.0) under no attack

Figure 15. Comparisons of PSNR of the watermarked image (Y component)

et al.’s [34] in 2014 and Moosazadeh and Ekbatanifard’s [35] in 2017, in terms of PSNR
of the watermarked image (Y component), successful detection or not after composite
attack (0 denotes fail, 1 means success) and the embedding time complexity (compared
with our scheme) in Figures 15-17 respectively. Furthermore, several attacks have been
tested over 1000 images and the comparison results among several embedding schemes are
shown in Table 1. From these results, we can see that our method is better than existing
schemes.

Secondly, we test the effectiveness of our MMMIH framework for WEB pages, where we
embed different watermarks independently in different properties of the WEB page, i.e.,
multichannel embedding mode. We give Method 9 in Section 3.2 as an example, Figure
18 shows the bar code generated from the information to be embedded “Alibaba”, and
this bar code is embedded as a dash line in the WEB page as shown in Figure 19. Thus,
based on the bar code, even the WEB page is made a screenshot, we can also recognize
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Figure 16. Successful detection or not after composite attack (0 denotes
fail, 1 means success)

Figure 17. Comparisons of embedding time complexity (compared with
our scheme)

the bar code. Table 2 compares this scheme with two existing schemes. From this table,
we can see that our scheme performs better than existing schemes.
Finally, we also test the effectiveness of our MMMIH framework for PPT files, where

we embed different watermarks independently in images containing in the PPT file, i.e.,
we give Method 2 in Section 3.3 as an example. Figure 20 shows three original slices of
a sample PPT (totally 40 slices with images) and the corresponding watermarked slices
of the PPT. We can see that the watermark is invisible in PPT slices, where the average
PSNR of images is 36dB with four level watermarks. Table 3 shows the advantage of our
scheme under various attacks. From these results, we can see that our scheme can embed
enough information in PPT since there are often many pictures embedded in a PPT file,
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Table 1. Comparisons of our scheme with other three schemes in terms of
detection accuracy under different attacks

Method [33] [34] [35] Our

JPEG (QF = 80) 100% 100% 100% 100%

JPEG (QF = 60) 99.6% 99.9% 100% 99.9%

Scaling to 3/4 original size 0 0 0 100%

Scaling to 1/2 original size 0 0 0 99.8%

Gaussian filtering (σ = 1) 99.7% 95.1% 99.7% 99.7%

Cropping left-upper corner 100% 99.9% 85% 100%

Median filtering (3× 3) 99.5% 99.3% 99.5% 99.6%

Figure 18. The generated bar code from “Alibaba”

Figure 19. The watermarked WEB page with a bar code

Table 2. Comparisons of our WEB page watermarking scheme with other
two schemes

Method Invisible Anti-Copy Anti-Screenshot Anti-Photocopy

[36] yes yes no no

[37] yes yes no no

Our yes yes yes yes

and our scheme is robust enough since as long as there is a picture left in the PPT we
can extract the watermark.
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(a) Original three slices

(b) Watermarked three slices

Figure 20. Original slices and the corresponding watermarked slices of
the sample PPT

Table 3. Performance of our PPT information hiding scheme

Attack Watermark extraction
Convert PPT to PPTX success
Convert PPTX to PPT success

5 slices are randomly selected and removed from PPT success
All slices with images are removed from PPT fail

Modify the text in the PPT success
Add slices into the PPT with images success

5. Conclusions. This paper presents a general multipurpose multilevel multichannel in-
formation hiding framework for all kinds of documents. This framework can fulfill multiple
purposes including copyright protection, content authentication, traitor tracing, document
security management and so on. The multilevel or multichannel embedding schemes can
be used to fulfill these multiple purposes. From all simulation results, we can see that
our framework can embed multiple watermarks and can extract all watermarks correctly
and independently. Furthermore, we also have much better core algorithms than existing
schemes. Future work will concentrate on further improving the framework structure and
improving the performance and security by combining the information hiding scheme with
other techniques. We will also promote our framework to the field of video surveillance
and evidence anti-tampering [38,39].
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